# POLICE DEPARTMENT
# BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

## LABORATORY REPORT

**To:** Detective Greg MacGillivary  
CIB / Homicide  

**From:** Trace Analysis Unit  
Salvatore J. Bianca, Criminalist II  

**Reference:** Homicide  
Victim: Hae Min Lee  

---

Submitted under property number 99004672 recovered from the O.C.M.E.

1- Vaginal swabs  
2- Oral swabs  
3- Anal swabs  
4- Head hair sample  
5- Pubic hair sample  
6- Pubic hair combings  
7- Fingernail clippings  

Submitted under property number 99010974

8- Blue jeans

Submitted under property number 99008991

9- Striped shirt

Submitted under property number 99010577

10- Blue rain coat

Submitted under property number 99004542

11- Liquor bottle

Submitted under property number 99004666

12- White plastic body bag containing soil  
13- Beige panties  
14- Pantyhose  
15- White bra  
16- Blue blouse  
17- Long black skirt  
18- White jacket  
19- Black plastic hair ring
Results:

Items 1-3 - Not analyzed. Swabs retained in the lab

Items 4-6 - Not analyzed at this time

Item 7 - Nothing of evidentiary value was detected

Item 8 - The jeans were labeled "Polo Jeans Co., Ralph Lauren, size 34 x 30". They were examined for the presence of blood with negative results.

Item 9 - The shirt exhibited red stains on the back lower right that went through to the front of the shirt. These stains were determined to be human blood. A sample of these stains was retained for future possible analysis. The shirt was examined for semen with negative results. Two hairs were recovered from the shirt.

Item 10 - The raincoat was examined for the presence of blood with negative results. Fibers were recovered for future possible analysis.

Item 11 - The bottle was labeled "Coronet VSQ Brandy, 200ml." The mouth of the bottle along with the cap were sampled for cellular material. Nucleated epithelial cells were recovered and retained for future possible analysis.

Item 12 - Hair and fibers were recovered.

Item 13 - The panties were soil covered but undamaged. They were examined for semen with negative results.

Item 14 - The pantyhose were soil covered and exhibited a hole through the leg below the crotch. They were examined for semen with negative results.

Item 15 - The bra was undamaged. It was examined for semen with negative results.

Item 16-18 - These items were undamaged. They were examined for semen and transferred fibers with negative results. Hair was recovered from these items.

Item 19 - Not analyzed

If further analysis is required, contact the Trace Analysis unit.